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Matching supply and demand is particularly challenging when supply must be chosen
before observing demand and demand is stochastic (uncertain). To illustrate this point,
suppose you are the ovner of a simple business: selling next spapers. Each morning you
purchase a stack of papers stith the intention of selling them at your newsstand at the cor
ner of a busy street. Even though you have some idea regarding how many newspapers
you can sell on any given day. you never can predict demand for sure. Some days you sell
all of your papers, xthile other days end with unsold newspapers to be recycled. As the
newsvendor, you must decide how many papers to buy at the start of each day. Because
you must decide how many newspapers to buy befi,re demand occurs, unless you are very
lucky, you will not be able to match supply to demand. A decision tool is needed to make
the best out of this difficult situation. ‘The newcvendor moth’! is such a tool.
You will be happy to learn that the newssendor model applies in many more settings
than just the newsstand business. The essential issue is that you must take a firm bet (how
much inventory to order) before some random event occurs (demand) and then you learn
that you either bet too much (demand stas less than your order) or you bet too little (demand
exceeded your order). This trade-off between “doing too much” and “doing too little”
occurs in other settings. Consider a technology product with a long lead time to source
components and only a short life before better technology becomes ax ailable. Purchase too
many components and you risk has ing to sell off obsolete technology. Purchase too few
and you may forgo sizable profits. Cisco is a company that can relate to these issues: In
2000 they estimated that they were losing 10 percent of their potential orders to rivals due
to long lead times created by shortages of parts; but by early 2001, the technology bubble
had burst and they had to strite off S2.5 billion in inventory.
This chapter begins with a description of the production challenge faced by O’Neill
Inc., a sports apparel manufacturer. O’Neill’s decision also closely resembles the newsvendor’s task. We then describe the newsvendor model in detail and apply ii to O’Neill’s
problem. We also show how to use the nets svendor model to forecast a number of perfor
mance measures relevant to O’Neill.
Data in this chapter have been disguised to protect confidential information.
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O’Neill Inc.
O’Neill Inc. is a designer and manufacturer of apparel, wetsuits, and accessories for
water sports: surf, disc, xtaterski, wake-board, triathlon, and wind surf. Their product line
ranges from entry-level products for recreational users, to wetsuits for competitive surf
ers, to sophisticated dry suits for professional cold-water divers (e.g., divers that work on
oil platforms in the North Sea). O’Neill divides the year into two selling seasons: Spring
(February through July) and Fall (August through January). Some products are sold in
both seasons, but the majority of their products sell primarily in a single season. For
example, waterski is active in the Spring season whereas recreational surf products sell
well in the Fall season. Some products are not considered fashionable (i.e., they have little
cosmetic sariety and they sell from year to year), for example, standard neoprene black
booties. With product names like “Animal,” “Epic,” “Hammer,” “Inferno,” and “Zen,”
O’Neill clearly also has products that are subject to the whims of fashion. For example,
color patterns on surf suits often change from season to season to adjust to the tastes of the
primary user (15 30-year-old California males).
O’Neill operates its own manufacturing facility in Mexico, but it does not produce all of its
products there. Some items are produced by the TEC Group, O’Neill’s contract manufacturer
in Asia. While TEC provides many benefits to O’Neill (low cost, sourcing expertise, flexible
capacity, etc.), they do require a three-month lead time on all orders. For example, if O’Neill
orders an item on November 1, then O’Neill can expect to have that item at its distribution
center in San Diego, California, ready for shipment to customers, only on January 31.
To better understand O’Neill’s production challenge, let’s consider a particular wetsuit
used by surfers and newly redesigned for the upcoming spring season, the Hammer 3/2.
(The “3/2” signifies the thickness of the neoprene on the suit: 3 mm thick on the chest and
2 mm everywhere else.) Figure 11.1 displays the Hammer 3/2 and O’Neill’s logo. O’Neill
has decided to let TEC manufacture the Hammer 3/2. Due to TEC’s three-month lead time,
O’Neill needs to submit an order to TEC in November before the start of the spring season.
Using past sales data for similar products and the judgment of its designers and sales rep
resentatives, O’Neill developed a forecast of 3,200 units for total demand during the spring
season for the Hammer 3/2. Unfortunately, there is considerable uncertainty in that fore
cast despite the care and attention placed on the formation of the forecast. For example, it
is O’Neill’s experience that 50 percent of the time the actual demand deviates from their
initial forecast by more than 25 percent of the forecast. In other words, only 50 percent of
the time is the actual demand between 75 percent and 125 percent of their forecast.
Although O’Neill’s forecast in November is unreliable, O’Neill will have a much better
forecast for total season demand after observing the first month or two of sales. At that time.
O’Neill can predict whether the Hammer 3/2 is selling slower than forecast, in which case
O’Neill is likely to have excess inventory at the end of the season, or whether the Hammer
3/2 is more popular than predicted, in which case O’Neill is likely to stock out. In the latter
case, O’Neill would love to order more Hammers, but the long lead time from Asia prevents
O’Neill from receiving those additional Hammers in time to be useful. Therefore, O’Neill
essentially must “live or dive” with its single order placed in November.
Fortunately for O’Neill, the economics on the Hammer are pretty good. O’Neill sells
the Hammer to retailers for $180 while it pays TEC $110 per suit. If O’Neill has leftover
inventory at the end of the season, it is O’Neill’s experience that they are able to sell that
inventory with a 50 percent discount. Figure 11 .2 summarizes the time line of events and
the economics for the Hammer 3 2.
So how many units should O’Neill order from TEC? You might argue that O’Neill should
order the forecast for total demand, 3,200, because 3,200 is the most likely outcome. The

